Just wanted to thank you and your team for the great job of getting DevaCurl up and running before our peak. Everyone worked hard to meet the aggressive implementation deadline and we were ready to ship before Cyber Week. DevaCurl had record-breaking volumes during this period. We would not have made our year end numbers without Dotcom’s support. Looking forward to our continued growth in 2019 (and beyond)! Thanks again!

-KEN O’GRADY,
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

30% Sales Growth Achieved by DevaCurl Through Successful Program Launch During Holiday Sales Season with the Right Fulfillment Partner

BRAND STORY
DevaCurl is a hair care brand that specializes in maintaining and styling naturally curly hair. DevaCurl offers shampoos, conditioners, styling products, styling accessories, and treatments for curly-haired clientele. The brand also owns a chain of salons called “DevaChan” where their hair care product line was initially sold exclusively.

THE CHALLENGE
DevaCurl expanded product distribution to increase accessibility for its large and growing millennial customer base just ahead of the holiday sales season. The objective was to expand market share and connect with its growing segment through a complete digital integration designed to better serve its growing millennial clientele through:

- Strengthening and growing its eCommerce business.
- Providing an omnichannel experience.

With the holiday season approaching, the brand increased its marketing spend, resulting in an increased eCommerce forecast. DevaCurl recognized that they needed to strengthen their fulfillment services to create an optimized eCommerce experience and meet growth objectives for the holiday sales season.

In order to satisfy the demands of higher forecast and ship product quickly and accurately, DevaCurl had to find a reliable, experienced fulfillment provider. They required an experienced business partner who understood their goals, could rapidly and seamlessly onboard the program, scale immediately to support demand and provide an enhanced brand experience.
OUR APPROACH
In late September 2018, DevaCurl brought Dotcom Distribution (Dotcom) on board to create and launch a program that would accomplish the brand’s objective. With nearly 20 years of experience supporting brand fulfillment, Dotcom was able to quickly understand the brand’s challenges and goals and delved into its vast resources to propose a success framework. Dotcom was then able to set up operations within a month, just in time for the start of the holiday sales season.

Launching the B2C Program
- DevaCurl provided detailed forecasts that allowed Dotcom to determine resource allocation and develop a scalable plan for effective inventory management.
- Dotcom developed a team of dedicated resources who followed a defined communications plan to establish and maintain a cohesive and streamlined program.
- Dotcom identified product packaging issues in early stages, allowing DevaCurl time to address and optimize with its packaging partner, leading to the set-up of rigorous packaging requirements to reduce waste.

Bringing in B2B
Following the successful launch of the B2C program, DevaCurl brought its B2B business to Dotcom. DevaCurl now manages all of its SKUs to both wholesalers and retailers through the Dotcom facility.

Market Expansion
Shortly following the highly successful holiday sales season and B2B program rollout, DevaCurl partnered with Dotcom to support its international expansion.

Kitting and Assembly
In a drive to optimize efficiencies and realize cost savings, DevaCurl engaged Dotcom to perform all of its kitting and assembly jobs. By creating a core production team to support all program needs, Dotcom was able to scale, and support, a variety of jobs.

RESULTS AND IMPACT
Dotcom Distribution launched, scaled, and brought the consistencies and efficiencies that this multi-channel program required to realize growth:

- Provided guidance and delivered a level of service that was paramount in achieving 30% growth during this holiday sales season.
- Set up new operations within a month’s time to support a highly-ambitious program.
- Successfully managed record-breaking volumes that resulted from this holiday sales season strategy.

ABOUT DOTCOM DISTRIBUTION
Dotcom Distribution is a premier provider of B2C and B2B fulfillment and distribution services. Located near New York City, Dotcom supports e-commerce and omnichannel solutions for online brands. Having serviced 125+ clients during the past 20 years, Dotcom provides fulfillment, production, assembly, and kitting services for luxury and lifestyle brands in the beauty, fashion, and other specialty industries. Some past and current clients include names like Vineyard Vines, Birchbox, Kenneth Cole, DevaCurl, Bliss, SuperGoop!, NaturesPlus, and SiriusXM Radio.